Neill

The skinny on Neill
Scalability
- Full back and high back
- Three control options: Conference-Swivel,
Knee-Tilt, Swivel-Tilt
- Two arm styles: loop arm or height/width
adjustable arm with Comfort pad
- Choose from the izzy+flavors upholstery
collection, including fabrics, PVC-free
polyurethanes, and leather (who can choose?)
- Customize with a COM or select from
graded-in programs with Momentum
Textiles, Maharam, KnollTextiles and Camira
Imbedded Functionality
- Designed to accommodate the natural
lumbar shape (your back and Neill’s back
will get along marvelously)

Models

Human Centered
- Cozy option for softer look and feel
(ooh la la)
- Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standards
- Named after an extraordinarily cute little boy
Cool and Affordable
- Cool design with an affordable
price tag (compliments of izzy+’s lean
manufacturing process)

Environmental
- izzy+flavors collection of recycled
and recyclable fabrics and PVC-free
polyurethanes
- Interchangeable components extend
the life of the product
- SCS Indoor Advantage Gold and
BIFMA level 1 certified
izzyeasy
- Can meet CAL TB133
- Limited lifetime warranty

Functionality
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Modernist Principles of Simple
Intuitive Design
- Designed by Ron Watson and Zooey Chu
- Unique forward arching loop arm
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KNEE-TILT

SWIVEL-TILT

CONFERENCE-SWIVEL

- Pneumatic seat height
- Seat and back tilt as a unit
- Tilt tension adjustment
- Upright tilt lock
- Forward pivot point for less
front rise when reclining

- Pneumatic seat height
- Seat and back tilt as a unit
- Tilt tension adjustment
- Upright tilt lock

- Pneumatic seat height
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